
Using PBL and Software Engineering technical skills 
to motivate Computer Science students to develop a 

microcontroller core: the 8051-like case study 

Abstract—A new market of electronic products has arisen due 
to a growing demand on portable and ergonomic embedded 
devices. The technology related to the development of such 
products allows the high integration of complex systems in only 
one chip. However, we can realize there is a discrepancy between 
the transistor integration capacity and the development processes 
of such systems, and this fact motivated the proposal of this 
work: a research developed by two Computer Science 
undergraduate students from the utilization of Project-Based 
Learning, as pedagogical approach, combined with computer 
languages/methodologies (UML, SystemC and ipPROCESS) in 
such a way to make the construction of embedded systems more 
fluid. The proposed framework was used to model an 8051-like 
microcontroller as case study. 

Keywords— Project-Based Learning, scaffolding, System-on-
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade, the world has witnessed the 
emergence of a market of electronic products capable of 
simultaneously providing information, entertainment and 
communication to its different consumers. The time-to-market 
requirement, combined with a market need to integrate so 
many features into single devices, have not matched the 
growing capacity to integrate multiple systems into only one 
chip (System-on-Chip, or SoC), thus creating a gap between 
the productivity of development and the capacity of 
integration allowed by new chip technologies [1]. 

Alongside this issue, it can be observed a large number of 
students from university computer degrees traditionally 
focused on development of software solutions, such as in 
Software Engineering and Computer Science programs, 
sometimes presenting difficulty and indifference to hardware 
courses. This situation might be justified by, for example: the 
limited time usually allocated for such subjects during 
computer undergraduate programs; the growing demand 
existing in the market of software applications, or even; the 
lack of opportunities to develop hardware projects, 
particularly in small and medium Brazilian urban centers [2].  

This reality was fundamental to introduce techniques 
which could motivate two Computer Science research 
initiation students (in the last academic year) at Universidade 
Estadual de Santa Cruz (UESC) in the design of an 8051-like 
microcontroller [3], from a framework composed by 
pedagogical techniques (PBL – Project-Based Learning) and 
high-level computer languages/methodologies (combining 
UML, SystemC and ipPROCESS). 

For this purpose, this article is organized as follows: 
section 2 presents the advantages of using PBL as a possible 
technique to motivate students to learn; section 3 describes 
some languages/methodologies/processes used in the 
development of hardware projects from the application of 
concepts widely diffused in the domain of software 
engineering; section 4 presents our project framework; section 
5 describes the process used to map UML diagrams in 
SystemC code, and finally; section 6 ends this article with 
conclusions and some ideas to be carried out in future works. 

II. PBL AS A LEARNING APPROACH

The contemporary society has undergone remarkable 
changes in the last few decades due to the progress made in 
areas of scientific research and technological innovation. In 
this context, the higher education did not only have to adapt it 
to the needs of the knowledge society, but also had to play a 
main role in this process from the discussion of new concepts 
of productivity, cooperation and competitiveness.  

This reality, and the lack of interest of UESC Computer 
Science students with regard to courses in the hardware 
domain, encouraged us to work during one academic year in a 
team composed by two scholarship undergraduate students 
supervised by two full researchers, all of such program 
(Computer Science), in a project scaffolded by PBL in the 
field of Computer Engineering. 

The PBL approach is focused on the student (student-
centered learning). Teachers act as facilitators, encouraging 
and giving sufficient guidance and feedback to their students. 
They highlight questions issued by professional and ethical 
goals while working on projects [4], having the chance to 
observe the abilities and difficulties of their students, who 
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participate as designers of their own knowledge and in 
accordance with their rhythm, being free to choose strategies 
to be applied in the solution of real-life situations. 

Students working on this technique should be considered 
“self-managers”, finding sources, conducting research and 
holding their colleagues responsible for their activities 
completion. They are encouraged to explore topics of their 
interest and to acquire self-assessment, communication, 
planning, collaboration and problem-solving skills, 
strengthening their confidence and self-esteem [5]. 

In our research, in particular, PBL guidelines were applied 
during all project schedule, where the two concerned students 
were required to make their own decisions through, for 
example, the division of labor (specializing, breaking down 
and distributing large activities into many tiny tasks) and the 
identification of alternative solutions to problems found (e.g., 
optimizing a loop in a method in order to satisfy real-time 
constraints).  

These students played at different moments opposite roles, 
always in a collaborative way (a same role was played by both 
students in a rotating mechanism): “questioner/answerer”, in 
the Literature Review phase; “requirements specifier/ 
requirements reviewer”, “designer/design reviewer” and 
“implementer/test designer”, in the Development phase, and; 
“writer/reader”, in the Completion phase (this mechanism will 
be presented in details in section 4). 

III. SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGIES/PROCESSES
USED IN THE DESIGN OF EMBEDDED SYSTEMS

Due to the complex nature of embedded systems, the risks
associated with the success of their developments already arise 
from the specification of their requirements. This fact, 
combined with the possibility to develop hardware projects 
from object-oriented programming languages (e.g. SystemC, a 
C++ library with class and macro definitions), allowed SoC 
projects to reuse techniques and development processes 
already extensively discussed and used in the Software 
Engineering field [6]. 

In hardware description languages (e.g. VHDL), only 
abstractions in the structural domain can be expressed. 
SystemC, in turn, supports the integration of multiple 
heterogeneous modules and has the ability to work at high 
levels of abstraction through the concept of channels, and 
behavioral modeling of systems from the use of ordinary 
classes in C++ [7]. 

The principles of abstraction and separation of concerns in 
object-oriented programming are expressed through the 
concepts of classes, attributes and methods, allowing the 
notion of object encapsulation that limits external access to 
private members. SystemC also allows mechanisms where an 
object can be instantiated from a subclass of a declared type 
[8]. 

The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a visual 
language used to model software applications from the use of 
graphical notations. However, the use of SystemC in the 
development of hardware projects has compelled the 

unification of these (until recently) distant worlds [9]: UML 
can be used with object-oriented hardware description 
languages as SystemC in order to formalize the specification 
of embedded systems in high levels of abstraction. SystemC 
has a great similarity with UML-RT (UML for Real-Time 
systems): modules in SystemC correspond to capsules in 
UML-RT, where the former communicates via ports and 
channels, and the latter, via ports and protocols [1]. 

Therefore, the use of UML in the design of SoC systems is 
growing rapidly due especially to the following advantages 
offered by this language [10]: UML lets us graphically specify 
a system to a better understanding about the functional 
specification of the SoC to be developed; UML helps 
programmers to model behaviors, functionalities and 
architectures from the use of visual diagrams, automatically 
generating test scenarios for future implementation, and; UML 
has well-defined notations to describe specifications in a more 
concise way, avoiding possible ambiguities usually allowed by 
natural languages. 

There are currently some proposals offering automated 
mapping from UML models to SystemC code (e.g. [11], [12]), 
where C++ classes are automatically constructed from UML 
Class and State diagrams. In our research, we performed this 
mapping in a semi-automated way, where the elaboration of 
other UML diagrams (Use Case, Sequence and Collaboration) 
was necessary for a better understanding of our case study 
design. 

Finally, in order to provide a disciplined way to assign 
tasks and responsibilities in the design of our project, we 
chose ipPROCESS as its development process [13]. Although 
ipPROCESS has been created to be used in the development 
of embedded hardware projects to be prototyped on field-
programmable logic devices (FPGA), this framework can be 
adapted to our objectives if we disregard one of its workflows 
(the “FPGA Implementation” discipline) and one of its phases 
(the “FPGA Prototyping” phase), from its general process 
(Fig. 1) [1] (the use of ipPROCESS in our framework will be 
presented in details in sections 4 and 5). 

Fig. 1. ipPROCESS general vision (Disciplines vs. Phases) 
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IV. FRAMEWORK

As discussed in later sections, this one-year scientific 
project was developed by two computer science undergraduate 
students working in the computer engineering domain. Its 
schedule was composed by three main steps, subdivided into 
periods of 2-9-1 months (Fig. 2). 

Fig. 2. Project framework

The framework description is presented as it follows: 

1) Literature Review (2 months). In this first step the two
students played collaborative roles (questioner/answerer) in 
such a way to learn topics not directly approached by their 
university programs: 

a) SystemC (1 month). Activities: look for bibliographic
material; study SystemC at RTL, functional and simulation 
levels; install the development environment (operating system, 
IDE, compiler, etc.); exercise SystemC from some small 
projects.  

b) ipPROCESS (1 month). Activities: look for
bibliographic material; study UML 2.0 and some of its profiles 
for embedded/real-time systems; study the process concepts 
(lifecycle, phases, workflows and artifacts); install a CASE 
tool to design UML diagrams. 

2) Development (9 months). In this second step, supported
by the ipPROCESS (see Fig.1), both students implemented the 
case study of this project (an 8051-like microcontroller). This 
step was subdivided into periods of 1-2-6 months, namely: 

a) ipPROCESS Conception phase (1 month). In this
phase the students were responsible to elicit the requirements 
of our case study. Roles played: requirements specifier/ 
requirements reviewer. Activity: write the requirements 
document. 

b) ipPROCESS Architecture phase (2 months). In this
phase the students modeled the project in UML to represent, 
from some diagrams, as the microcontroller source code 
would be structured and written. Following the ipPROCESS, 
the students could implement and verify some project 
functionalities already in this phase, but we decided to execute 
these activities only in the next one. Roles played: designer/ 
design reviewer. Activity: create UML diagrams (Use Case, 
Activity, Sequence, Collaboration, State and Class diagrams). 

c) ipPROCESS RTL Design phase (6 months). In this
phase the students implemented and verified the 
microcontroller functionalities (in the next section we present 
the steps carried out to map UML models in SystemC code). 
Roles played: implementer/test designer. Activity: project 
implementation (including the construction of test cases and 
simulation files). 

3) Completion (1 month). In this step the students
performed final tasks. Roles played: writer/reader. Activities: 
write a final technical report; prepare the results to submit 
them into academic conferences, and; prepare an oral 
presentation to the annual undergraduate research week at 
UESC. 

V. MAPPING UML DIAGRAMS IN SYSTEMC CODE

This work was inspired by the case studies implemented in 
[14]-[16] from UML modeling of some 8051 microcontroller 
blocks, where interactions between this core and its 
environment were represented by Use Case diagrams. This 
UML representation contains Actors, representing external 
entities that interact with the system through well-defined 
interfaces, and Use Cases, representing system functionalities. 

Fig.3 presents only a part of the Use Case diagram of our 
8051-like microcontroller (the number of actors and use cases 
in this figure is minimal to keep it readable): Interrupt Control 
and Instruction Decoder modules. This diagram was 
elaborated using the Papyrus-RT platform, an Eclipse plugin 
that allows modeling Real-Time projects with automatic 
generation of C++ code from UML diagrams [17]. 

Fig. 3. 8051 UC Diagram for Interrupt Control and Decoder functionalities 
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The Use Case diagram helps us to define the classes of our 
project (Class diagram), and the Sequence and Collaboration 
diagrams, in turn, the behavior (methods definition) and 
relationship among these classes, respectively. Fig.4 presents 
as example the Decoder class, modeled in UML. As we can 
observe in this figure, the Decoder actor and its Use Case 
functionalities (Fig. 3) are mapped, respectively, on the 
Decoder Class name and its methods. 

Fig. 4. Decoder class modeled in UML 

The details of such methods are done through the 
representation of UML Activity and State diagrams, for each 
system functionality: Activity diagrams describe its basic and 
alternative flows; whereas State diagrams model the behavior 
of classes from the concept of inheritance, nestling and 
concurrency. 

Once the Class diagram is finished, the Papyrus platform 
helps us to automatically generate C++ code, remaining only 
to the programmer the task of manually adjusting her/his code 
with some small details (e.g. setting local variables, inserting 
C++/SystemC directives as #include<systemc.h> into .cpp 
files, etc.) Fig. 5 presents an example of this mapping when 
taking into account the Timer/Counter peripheral of the 8051 
microcontroller. 

Fig. 5. Simplified integers counter in SystemC (.h (top)/.cpp (bottom) codes) 

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

Our contribution with this work is the presentation of a 
framework able to help students to construct embedded 
systems from combining learning approaches (with PBL) and 
advanced software engineering concepts (with visual 
modeling, object-oriented languages, methodologies and 
processes). 

Considering the pedagogical scaffolding, the introduction 
of PBL in this undergraduate research project produced 
effective changes in the learning process of the participating 

students. Firstly, the insertion of each student in an active role 
in the construction of her/his own knowledge (it was noticed 
when students feel confident they participate and become 
more interested [18]). Secondly, students having the freedom 
to choose different strategies to solve their problems may 
become more engaged in the learning process, since they are 
encouraged to explore topics of interest, acquiring self-
evaluation, communication, collaboration and problem-
solving skills. Thirdly, the constant practice of always 
associating a subject addressed in the research with theoretical 
and practical results of works developed in industry as well as 
in academy highly motivated the participating students. 

Considering software engineering approaches, recent 
works point to the design of embedded systems from high-
level technologies supporting modeling, model transformation, 
verification and validation features. Among them, the use of 
UML to specify hardware design from requirements to source 
code generation is still representing a trend nowadays. In 
particular, an interesting paper in this research domain 
quantifies such observation through some recent resulting-
oriented papers published from 2008 to 2014 in reputable 
scientific databases as ACM, IEEE, Elsevier and Springer 
[19]. Following this trend, our case study was developed from 
its UML modeling to its SystemC implementation through the 
use of several software engineering tools, methodologies and 
processes. 

Although the presence of experienced students in a project 
scaffolded by PBL and using advanced software engineering 
concepts is needed, the participating students showed a 
positive consensus about the framework applied in this project 
thanks to, according to their opinion, some learning 
mechanisms reinforced in this research (e.g., debate of ideas, 
change of roles, design of artifacts, interpretation of findings 
and drawing of conclusions).  

In the same way we could observe the dedication of the 
students participating in this research when applying PBL as a 
learning process, we could also remark their commitment 
when using advanced software development approaches to 
design hardware projects, mainly because such students 
realized they were able to solve problems in the computer 
engineering domain from the use of techniques originally 
belonging to the software engineering field. 

However, it is also necessary to indicate the issues faced 
by these students: they recognize some difficulties to initialize 
the project and of dealing with time constraints (“only 12 
months of project duration?!”). The students’ feedback was 
gathered from “think aloud” observations and meetings 
conducted weekly, where the project results were presented, 
its schedule evaluated, and the next activities to be 
implemented, deliberated. 

As future work we intend to apply this framework in 
UESC Computer Science advanced courses as a way to 
motivate more students of this educational background to 
design complex embedded systems. Also, we intend, as a new 
undergraduate research project, integrating the case study 
developed in this work as a core in a Network-on-Chip (NoC) 
responsible to parallelize the compression of colored images. 
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